Custom Brass Belt Buckles - Hand Made in the USA - Lifetime Guarantee of Quality

Custom Belt Buckles
Cost may vary on custom designs - Prices quoted upon request.

Straight Design Master Pattern - $150.00
our most requested way to have a master pattern prepared.

Sculptured Design Master Pattern - $300.00+

Quoted Upon Request

Prepared similar to the Straight Design but gives you the opportunity to have a highter relief from the back
ground. Multiple levels, curves and accents give this design a 3-dimensional look. Usually takes extra time,
materials and attention to details. Cost varies and depends on the complexity of the design.
Specialty Backside - Information cast into the backside of the belt buckles. $150.00

Traditional Brass
Our Traditional Brass is technically a bronze and is a very high quality metal that can take the punishment of
everyday wear. It has a brilliant shine when polished and slowly turns a natural patina over time. To keep the
shine we recommend using a specially treated cotton wadding called Never-Dull available at most hardware
stores. We prefer the color of the natural patina it gets after wearing it for years.

Custom Belt Buckle Prices

All products listed below can be combined for a total quantity on prices. Quantity x $ = Total

Quantity

10

25

50

100

250

500

Belt Buckles*

$35.00

$30.00

$25.00

$22.50

$20.00

$17.50

Key Fobs, Money Clips, Medallions - Also available contact us for quantity prices
*Belt Buckles, Paperweights, and Business Card Holders are made from the same pattern and are the same price.
Maximum sizes for buckles is 2 1/2” Tall by 3.75” Long. Larger sizes available $3 to $5+ more per buckle depending on size.

- Available in a variety of styles and colors. Adds a very nice finishing touch!

Engraving - Limited Edition Numbering 001/100, 002/100... Sequential Numbering 1,2,3,... $2.00 each
Payment in advance required for all custom work. No Refunds on Custom Products.
Prices subject to change at anytime. Request a quote for current prices. 8-18
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